VIRTUAL CLUB HUB

E-LEARNING RESOURCE FOR YOUTH DEVELOPMENT PROFESSIONALS
These web resources are FREE and provide quality educational content for a broad range of grade levels.

**Website Resources**

**HAS KINS GLOBAL LINK HUB**
**GRADES K - 12th** This compilation of links to high-quality content is designed to help parents and educators easily navigate the overwhelming amount of online resources that promote literacy development for all ages.

**PBS KIDS**
**GRADES K - 3rd** Explore, play, watch videos, and read all about it! PBS Kids offers a variety of interactive activities and full episodes of your favorite shows, including The Odd Squad!

**WORD WEBS**
**GRADES K - 12th** Brainstorm! Enter a word and the site generates related words! Then add more words for lots of vocabulary fun!

**KIDS ACTIVITIES BLOG**
**GRADES K - 8th** Wow! Here's the place to throw a learning party! Enjoy thousands of fun activities, including read alouds by celebrities!

**AUDIBLE STORIES**
**GRADES K - 12th** Instantly stream, listen, and read along with audible books for all ages!
READ WORKS
GRADES K - 12th Families and educators love the learning resources at Read Works! Explore and select reading passages by topic, grade level, genre, or lexile.

BRAIN POP
GRADES 3rd - 8th Meet Tim and Moby, make a movie, or play a game while clicking away in this user friendly site that is rich with information! Free with required parental log-in.

FREEDOM HOME SCHOOLING
GRADES K - 12th Virtually travel to Mars, the International Space Station, or the San Diego Zoo from your chair! Awesome virtual field trips are waiting for you and your family! Bon Voyage!

JBRARY
Jbrary presents a selection of live-streamed storytelling videos that include songs, rhymes, and movements. Set your child up for success with this engaging resource!

NEWSELA
GRADES 3rd - 12th Excite your learners with thousands of informational leveled texts about high interest topics from NewsELA.

FLORIDA CENTER FOR READING RESEARCH
GRADES K - 5th Welcome to the Florida Center for Reading Research: Student Center Activities! FCRR offers an excellent collection of K-5 ideas and resources.

IMPROVING LITERACY
GRADES K - 12th Read, listen, play games, and explore Kid Zone! Check out lots of literacy fun for kids and families. Sponsored by the National Center for Improving Literacy.

NEAR POD
GRADES K - 12th Active learning with technology for parents, students, and teachers. Nearpod is offering a wealth of resources free with the code: TERGB until May 2, 2020!

MAGIC TREE HOUSE
GRADES K - 5th Enter the exciting world of Jack and Annie, with Magic Tree House Kids! You will embark on magical adventures when you play the awesome Mission Game!
STORY LINE ONLINE
GRADES K - 5th Alligators, rabbits, and doughnuts, oh my! Watch and listen as your favorite celebrities read aloud great books!

NASA
GRADES K - 12th 3,2,1,BLASTOFF! Are you ready to discover new horizons? NASA Kids’ Club is the only way to the Moon and beyond!

CHILDREN’S BOOKS ONLINE
GRADES K - 2nd Presenting...Children' Books Online, The Rosetta Project. Uniquely diverse, this site offers classic children’s books translated into multiple languages for your reading pleasure.

FLOCABULARY
GRADES K - 12th Browse and use these fine resources, trainings, and rap songs! Your children will become curious learners, and digital experts!

READ, WRITE, THINK!
GRADES K - 12th Get inspired with this long-time favorite website. It’s filled with fun activities and lots of interactive games. Resources span across the curriculum and all grade levels.

READING BEAR
GRADES K - 2nd Sound it out! Reading Bear helps young learners with phonics and vocabulary using bright and colorful multimedia lessons.

DISCOVERY
GRADES K - 12th Nature and wildlife rule these captivating videos of all kinds of animals, both large and small!

GOOGLE EARTH
GRADES K - 12th Launch Google Earth, select a destination, and go! Who could resist traveling all around the world from a comfy couch?

GO NOODLE
GRADES K - 12TH Ready, set, ACTION, and lots of it! Dance, jump, and sing your way to good health with this awesome indoor recess program.
COSMIC KIDS
GRADES K - 12th Become, strong, calm, and wise with Cosmic Kids Yoga! Kids of all ages love healthy adventures! Namaste.

CLICK

HIP HOP FOR PUBLIC HEALTH
GRADES K - 12th Cross and Dip, or Slide and Glide your way to a healthy body! Either way Hip Hop for Public Health rocks!

CLICK

CAT IN THE HAT
GRADES K - 2nd That Cat in the Hat has an APP! Pre-K and Kindergarten kids will enjoy playing fun games as they focus on key STEM concepts.

CLICK

PLAY AND LEARN SCIENCE
GRADES K - 2nd Play with these 15 hands-on Science games and explore the wonderful world that surrounds you.

CLICK

PHOTO STUFF WITH RUFF
GRADES K - 2nd Ruff has lots of camera-based stuff for kids and parents! The digital world is waiting for you!

CLICK

MOLLY OF DENALI
GRADES K - 2nd Follow Molly into the unique culture of Alaskan Natives. You can have a snowball fight, feed the sled dogs, and play the drums. Are you ready for Molly's grand adventure?

CLICK

READY, JET...GO SPACE!
GRADES K - 5th Get ready to guide your spaceship through the galaxy with the STEM-based Space Scouts game. Rise to the outer limits with over 100 levels of game play!

CLICK

JET'S BOT BUILDER
GRADES K - 5th Build a robot, travel across the universe, and discover new challenges on each planet that is visited with Jet and friends!

CLICK

LEARNING OVATIONS
GRADES K - 5th Designed for teachers by teachers, this site is now open to all of the super parent-educators, too!
SMITHSONIAN EDUCATION
GRADES 3rd - 12th Step inside a supernova with Smithsonian Education's star-tastic website! This interactive experience is led by top scientists and astronomers.

LIGHT UP
GRADES 6th - 12th View a solar system in 3D right in your living room, or go on a safari in your own backyard using augmented reality. Bring learning to life with LightUp apps!

TEACHLEY
GRADES K - 5th Add, subtract, multiply, and divide using key strategies presented by Teachley. Play math games that will help your child develop a fun relationship with numbers.

ED TED
GRADES K - 12th Infinite inspiration and engaging lessons await you and your child at this marvelous site!

WIDE OPEN SCHOOL
GRADES K - 12th Your family will be at the right place at the right time when you view this comprehensive site! Learning activities are available for all ages and subjects!

SANFORD HEALTH
GRADES K - 5th You'll be energized when you log in to FIT. Play games, watch videos, and learn new ways to get kids moving!

TWEEN TRIBUNE
GRADES K - 12th Smithsonian presents Tween Tribune! Don't let the name fool you. You can access articles about high-interest topics in all age levels. There are Spanish translations too!

EXPLORE
GRADES K - 12th Explore wildlife all around the Earth with LIVE webcams. The action is amazingly live streamed directly to your device!

WE ARE TEACHERS
GRADES K - 5th Take a virtual field trip! Parents, teachers, and kids love these ideas, resources, and inspiration for K-5 families.